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It is important to remember that the kake is one of the essential tools determining your 
shooting technique, so make sure to choose the right one for you.

A brand-new kake is somewhat stiff in the beginning, therefore should be softened by opening the 
fingers and close them several times with the kake on. The longer you use it, the softer the leather 
becomes. However, the hard part of the kake, called the hikae, should never be softened, bent, or 
stretched.

1

Sit in seiza-style. Then, on your lap, put on a shitagake 
(cotton under-glove).

2

Slide the thumb, the index finger, and the middle finger into 
the finger openings. Then, grab the hikae and pull it down 
until the fingers just touch the tips of the kake fingers.

DO NOT pull the wrist end of the kake, called the daikawa, 
to prevent the leather from being stretched out.

How to Choose Kake

－１－ 

How to Put on Kake

The special glove for kyudo is called a kake or yugake. 
The archer wears the kake on his/her right hand, and 
draws the string.  The kake is made of leather. There are 
several kinds of the kake: a yawarakaboshi (softened 
thumb) or kataboshi(hardened thumb). As for the kake 
with the kataboshi, there are three types: a mitsugake 
(three-finger glove), a yotsugake (four-finger glove), and 
a morogake (five-finger glove).
A soft wrist or a mitsugake is recommended for 
beginners because of its softness in the hikae. Even 
though high-quality kake might be more expensive, they 
will last years and in the end cheaper rather than to 
replace it at short intervals.

Thank you for purchasing our product of kake at ASAHI Archery. Please take a moment to read 
through this instruction manual for long-lasting use.



3

Put both hands together as if shaking hands in order to 
push the kake with the space between the thumb and the 
index finger. 

4

Push the kake with the spaces of your other fingers against 
each other. 

6

Tie the kohimo.

6 Check points

Check to see if the rim of the kake on the middle finger is above the base of the finger. Also, the rim of the kake should 
touch your palm when curving your fingers.  

－２－ 

5

Make sure the index and middle fingers are not 
twisted, and they touch the tips of the kake.



Leather is easily stretched out, and not back. 
Over-pulling the kohimo results in wrinkles in the daikawa

8 Bad Examle

7

Turn your hand around to see the back of the hand and to 
check the lines (see them in the picture) are flat. Make 
sure that there is a space under the hikae.

8

Tie the kohimo without making wrinkles over the surface 
of the kake. 

Tie the kakehimo snugly, but not too tight. The kake will 
stay on the hand as long as the kohimo is tied enough.

9

－３－ 

8  Check points

Note that the kohimo should go around the wrist 
between the A and the B in the picture above. By 
doing so, the kake will not be easily removed if it is 
pulled down.

Make sure to cover the wrinkles of the wrist; if it's visible, it's too 
low. 

Right Position 

Wrong position 



10 How to Tie Kakehimo

Wrap the kakehimo 
around the wrist, and 
make a knot in the 
end: slide the edge of 
kakehimo under the 
first layer (picture 3) 
and then pull the 
kakehimo up, do the 
same one more time 
(picture 4 and 5). 

－４－ 

Leather of new kake is hard. However, it gradually 
becomes soft.

 To see if the fit is perfect in shooting, your fingers
should be curled. The kake is designed to use with
the fingers curved when shooting the target.

Put on the kake, making sure that the whole hand
fits comfortably.



Make sure not to create gap between the kake and
point (A) in the picture.



 Make certain that the rim of the kake of the middle
finger should be long enough until 2-3mm above
the base of the finger. (if the length of the finger of
the kake is too long, then it might create an
unwanted gap between the tip of the middle finger
and the kake.) (B)

 Note that the tip of thumb slightly
touches the boshi. (C)

Summary: 

Bad Examle

when determine the right kake for you, DO NOT straighten 
your fingers. It creates unneeded space between the thumb 
and the index finger.

Right  Size 

A

C

B

D

※ No shitakage is wearing in order to show the right
size for the hand.

 Check to see whether the kohimo is tied
in the right position. (D)



How to Remove Kake 

1

Untie the kohimo. 

2

First, take off the thumb of the kake, while the other fingers 
still on. 

3

With your left hand fingers, press both the rims of the 
index and middle fingers. (Do not pull the fingers to 
take the kake off; the leather will be stretched out)

4

Then, pull them out from the fingers of the kake. 

It is easy to take the thumb of the kake off, then the others off.

－５－ 

* Draw gradually the string of a bow without an arrow while being certain that the string of the bow does not slip off.

Check Points in Drawing the String: 

* Turn your thumb towards your palm making sure the thumb remains straight and unbent. Then, curl both your index and
middle fingers towards your thumb, lightly touching the top part. Again, never bend the thumb. This causes damage to 
the kake's koshi.

WrongRight
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◎ Apply kusune(pine-resin) to the haramichi of the kake. Shooting without putting on
          appropriate quantity of kusune may cause a hole in the kake.  When you notice the kake 
          needs re-application of kusune, send it to us for maintenance. 

◎ A kake is made of leather. It is important to protect the kake from humidity and
           moisture to keep the leather in good condition; when put the kake on your hand,
           remember to wear the shigatake under the kake at all times and replace it regularly
           when it gets wet.

◎ Wrap the kohimo around your wrist firmly, while leaving some space under the hikae.
          On the other hand, the kakehimo should be tied loosely but still enough not to get 
          removed. 

◎ Never bend the hikae of the kake. 

◎ After practice, remove unnecessary giri-ko(powder for kake) from the kake.

◎     After practice, hang the kake in a space in which there is plenty of air flow without
 keeping out of direct sunlight. Never dry off the kake with any form of heat as this
 causes unwanted hardness of the leather.  

◎ If the kake gets wet, let it dry by itself and never use a dryer.

◎ Never use glue to fix a loose thread in the kake. Send in the kake to our shop for repair 
as soon as possible, since leaving a loose thread may affect your shooting.

◎    Never apply alcohol cleaner or soap to the kake to remove dirt or statins. Using those 
items can damage the kake and result in additional problems. If wish to clean the kake, it 
is safe to press the dirty part of the kake with fingers gently and repeatedly until dirt 
comes off the surface.

◎ Remember to get rid of unneeded giri-ko after sprinkling the boshi with this powder, as 
excess giri-ko makes the boshi sticky because of the oil content of giri-ko.

◎   When the string is not easily released from the tsurumichi, that could be a sign to adjust 
the tsurumichi. In such a case, send the kake to our store for adjustment.

* ‘kakekko弽っ子’, one of our products, which is made of foxglove tree, is recommended to
keep the kake dry and also prevent it from deforming.

How to Care for Kake: 
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